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Overview

 Team diversity research
 synergy vs intergroup biases

 Diversity climate research and practice
 equal opportunity – intergroup biases

 Road ahead
 (study) synergy management



Team Diversity

 Demographic
 Functional/educational
 (Personality, values, attitudes, cognition, 

affect)

 Diversity  process  performance?



Team Diversity

 Diversity as an informational resource
 Dissimilarity as inviting intergroup bias
 Preventing the bad necessary but not

sufficient to stimulate the good



Informational Resource Perspective

 Pool of task-relevant information, 
knowledge, and perspectives
 Increases problem-solving, decision 

quality, creativity and innovation
 Diversity is good for performance – in 

knowledge work



Intergroup Bias Perspective

 Dissimilarity invites social categorization
 “us – them” thinking

 Intergroup bias: lower liking for, trust in, 
and cooperation with dissimilar others
 Diversity disrupts performance



Narrative Reviews and Meta-Analyses

 No overall main effect – heterogeneous 
effect sizes
 Easier to benefit from functional than 

demographic diversity – but both are 
double-edged
 Contingency perspective



Categorization-Elaboration Model

 Contingencies of information elaboration
 motivation and ability
 task complexity
 intergroup bias

 Contingencies of intergroup bias
 faultlines and normative fit
 identity threat



From Team Diversity To Climate

 Team diversity research: manage to
stimulate synergy and prevent bias
 Diversity climate/management: almost

exclusive emphasis on preventing bias



Diversity Climate

 Climate
 the way we do things around here
 formal and informal practices
 perceived attitude of the organization or 

team
 Diversity climate
 diversity-related practices: diversity 

management



Diversity Climate

 Emphasis on equal opportunity
 focus on under-represented groups: 

demography not diversity
 Best practices
 strategy: growing & maintaining
 accountability: D&I staff, policy monitoring
 training & mentoring



The Evidence

 Favorable climate more positive
effects
 diversity – team/organization level
 underrepresented groups – individual level

 Negative “majority” effects
 demography management  intergroup 

salience
 Climate measures: equal opportunity, at 

best one or two synergy items



Can We Do Better?



Shift To Synergy

 Synergy-focused practices
 From demography to diversity: more 

inclusive
 more equal opportunity from synergy

 From equal opportunity to synergy: more 
productive



Synergy Practice

 Primary focus on team level (and higher)
 Mindset: diversity as resource
 learning and knowledge integration

 Leadership and team development
 transactive memory
 information elaboration
 reflexivity/learning



Road Ahead

 Develop synergy practice
 Evidence-based management: synergy

practice research
 interventions building synergy mindsets: 

leadership and team development
 diversity as synergy strategy
 equal opportunity effects of synergy practice



Thank You!
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